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steelers0830 : Hello, I'm looking forward to helping you with your question.steelers0830 : steelers0830 : Those machines that I found with something the same numbers from the one you gave me. Customer: These are the only numbers I can find by car. It says 5528 at the front (It's portable), and at the bottom is a metal tag with the number NB1363126 Only
other marking volts and ampssteelers0830 : Do you know what year it is? Customer: The man in the repair shop told me, but I forgot. I think what he said was about 30 years old and was produced only for a few years.steelers0830 : Ok what I'm going to do is give up and let another expert help you.steelers0830 : I'll keep looking for information, but maybe
another expert can help you faster than I can. Customer: Customer: I just contacted the repairman and he said it was manufactured in 1982-1984.Customer: Did you refer to me to someone else?steelers0830 : Yes I have. I will continue to search this information.steelers0830 : Can you buy a owners guide for this model on Ebay for $15.Customer: Can I print
it out on my printer? I've never used E-Bay. I'm not too good with the computer!steelers0830 : You can down download it from this site: : Let me see if I can find one that you can dl and print out your computer.steelers0830 : This site will cost you $4.95 via PayPal. Customer: steelers0830 : here's what the site is again. steelers0830 : I don't know anything
about this site. At least on ebay I know some about website.steelers0830 : steelers0830 : I found another site.steelers0830 : Here's a site worth $15 down manual guy.steelers0830 : Here's the site: Customer: I think I1ll use the first site you gave me.s0830 : Ok good luck I hope this information helped and if it please click the green adoption button as it is the
only way I get credit for my work thank.steelers0830 and 87 other general professionals willing to help you with your own issue now singer sewing machines have a long and rich history dating back to 1851. These beautiful machines have evolved over the years, but are still a challenge of time. Some of the old models are very much in demand by collectors
and fans of sewing. If you nabbed one of these beautiful deals in the local market, it is worth determining the age and model of your machine. You may have picked up a rare antique. If you want to pick up one of your old models because you love the story, aesthetic or nostalgia piece, they are easy to find on the market if you know what you are looking for.
So, how old is my Singer sewing machine? To determine when the model was made, you must first find the serial number of the sewing Singer. Singer. near the switch and switch on the new machines, as well as on the front or on a small plate on old machines. Once you have found the number, match it with the date in our chart to find out the age of your
machine Why does the sewing machine singer have serial numbers? Singers have always been marked with serial numbers from the very beginning of production. Each number corresponds to a model with a specific date and even location. All Singer sewing machines until 1900 did not have a set-top box letter, and came from all over the world. The singer
company eventually managed to produce them from all their factories to match the serial flow of the numbers. How to choose a valuable model The first thing to look for if you are after a collector's singer's car, is the age of the item. More than 100 years old is considered antique, and younger than this vintage. By matching the serial number with the
appropriate date, you can determine the exact age of the machine. The quality also plays an important role in the cost of the model. As expected, high-quality, functioning machines are more in demand than damaged ones, and are usually the best option. Machines that do not function at all may not be worth collecting. However, if you find a damaged car that
can be repaired, it may still be worth buying. From a collector's point of view, there is a select amount that is valuable enough to be classified as real collectors items. This includes any of the machines that come with their own table, blacksides that have black instead of polished trim, and vintage 221 and 222 featherweight models. These rare models can
fetch around 500 pounds or even more if they are in perfect working condition. The story of the Singer Sewing Machines Singer brand is synonymous with being the best in the business. After the opening of a local factory in Glasgow in 1867, cars flew off the shelves. Popularity only grew, and factories opened all over the world. By World War II, singers were
actually producing weapons and bullets as a priority for sewing machines. They only kept doing those in their spare time. Isaac Singer was the founder of the company, and the first to create a treadle of power, belt powdered and eventually electricity-powered sewing machines. Isaac Singer boasts a unique history and was a pioneer of the garment industry.
Oddly enough, with an enthusiastic approach to women, Isaac even hired female demonstrators to refute that women were too incompetent to operate a machine. This enthusiastic approach to women continued in his personal life, where he had a total of 24 children! Designs over the years Singer treadle sewing machines are one of the most popular
antiques singer. They are still at auctions and antique dealers today. These old machines were made of heavy components and interchangeable parts. So still used, and incredibly long. The treadle sewing machine is powered by the foot pedal, and works mechanically by the user pushing back and and on the pedals. A reliable, eco-friendly machine, many
sewer systems still prefer to use this type of model today. Design has naturally changed over the years with advances in technology. Electric motors and bolt lights were introduced into cars in 1921. The tread tables gradually disappeared to the chunky bottoms of the box in the 1930s. The use of new materials throughout the 20th century has made the
design smoother and easier, and allowed new features to be introduced. Today's Singers Today machine can cost between 85 and 1,300 pounds, depending on the function and type of machine. But why is Singer so popular? This is not only because of the rich history, but the fact that they meet all the sewing needs. The singer has a reputation for creating
innovative machines. They were the first to introduce electric, zigzag and electronic machines that were marketed to home sewing. Offering affordable machines with a plethora of features that are readily available has made them probably the most popular brand out there. Whether you are a beginner or a professional, want an electronic or mechanical
machine, work with embroidery or a patchwork blanket, there is something for everyone. Each model has a unique range of useful features such as automatic needle carvings and even LCD screens, which is part of what makes the brand go to the sewer. How old is your new (old) singer sewing machine? Don't forget to match your serial number with our
chart and discover her age! Explore over a hundred materials with your own fabric swatch package, perfect for working with your singer. Understand the texture, strength and finish of each of the fabrics by taking your hands on the approach. ThePadre Member with 1/27/09 Posts: 852 Posted on: 2/17/15 2:06 PM I ran across singer 5528 this weekend. The
base 8- or 10-snoff machine with a four-step button and a vertical class of 15 bobbin. However, this is not the typical singer of the unwelcome 1980 (or so) era that seems to have been made. The label states that it was done in Taiwan. Does anyone have any idea who made this car for Singer? I suspect brother or Janome, due to the production of Taiwan.
For $6, I decided to check it out. After oiling and de-linting, it seems to work very well. I'll be looking at re-hovering it as soon as I replace the missing screw on the bottom lid. Inside without rust. The only noticeable plastic seems to be on the built-in camstack. -- Edited at 2/17/15 at 2:09 PM -- Member with 5/2/09 Messages: 8676 Published on: 2/17/15 3:56
PM If he has serial th with letters on it, i mean between ND and NY, then I think it's probably the singer Taichung Sewing Machine Factory, in maybe Taichung City, in Tiavan. Looks like they've had a factory there since the 1960s, and it's probably a 1980s machine maybe? Trading abroad is too difficult for me, but think it may have been the first singer Nikko
(who may have come from Japan Pine Co.), and by now it may have something to do even with that hooked on what might be considered Tseng Sing in Taiwan, but I really don't know. Looks like a bunch of other Singer machines for me though. I thought it also looked like Riccar-ish, but it looks a lot like a bunch of old brother VX something like machines too
actually. Obviously it takes the same electric lead cord as the Dressmaker 3002 and 4002. Uses the same stitch plate as a bunch of singers, Brother VX, Janome S-3015 and even Simpilicty. Feed the dog just like some Babylocks, Brothers that Janome and a few Riccars. Look at the engine, what's on it? Sometimes it's a good place to look too. $6 sounds
like a good godsend to me. -- Edited on 2/17/15 at 4:07 PM - ThePadre Member with 1/27/09 Posts: 852 Published on: 2/18/15 11:14 AM Serial number begins with NB. I can't find any obvious marks on the engine. Label says: Made in Taiwan (NB) for Singer Co.. This is what FOR the Singer is the company that gets me. PattiAnnJ Member with 12/3/06
Posts: 10002 Posted on: 2/18/15 11:23 AM Does it really matter where it was made, or is it just curiosity? It looks like it's going to be a good car for someone with a limited income.------OLD CHINESE PROVERB: I'll LOVE and I FORGET; I SEE, I REMEMBER; I DO, AND I UNDERSTAND. ThePadre Member with 1/27/09 Posts: 852 Published on: 2/18/15
11:49 AM Just curious, since the singer produces some real junk 1980. This car isn't. I usually miss the right over singers from that era, even at almost free prices, just because they are not worth the effort. (They will only ever be functional, never good or great.) I'll clean it up and give it to someone who can use it. Sewandwrite Member with 5/16/08
Messages: 974 Published on: 2/18/15 3:52 PM Quote: ThePadre Singer Produces Some Real Junk 1980 .... I usually miss the right over singers from that era, even at almost free prices, just because they are not worth the effort. Wise you, Padre! I had one of these addicted singers like my first car 1981 and it was nothing but trouble. Thank goodness I
learned to sew on my mom's reliable 15-91 or else I would never have kept sewing. I could figure out for comparison that it was a machine, not me, that causes all the wobbly tension. I'm curious about the creator of your machine too. -- Edited at 2/18/15 at 3:54 p.m. - ThePadre Member with 1/27/09 Posts: 852 Published on: 2/28/15 1:09 PM I should take
back earlier comments. After double checking my maintenance machine and installing a new needle, I tried a more complex project: wash some towels so they wouldn't wear out like rags. It quickly became noisy and balky. The quality of the stitch has dropped dramatically. Kenmore has pulled 158.17600 since 1978 and he has not had a single problem with
the same task. I'm going to sacrifice this one, not hurt it. Maybe someone can use parts of it, or maybe I should just take it to scrap. For $6 invested, there's no point giving more time to a machine that will never be any fun to use. Unsurprisingly, Singer broke up after putting these kinds of machines on people. -- Edited at 2/28/15 at 1:17 PM -- Member with
8/27/15 Posts: 1 Published on: 8/27/15 3:16 PM I'm not sure who and where, but, I own this model. My mother bought it brand new around 1982 I think. It's a big Lil machine! I used it to create almost everything I could think of. Used it to make clothes for myself and both my children. Mine still runs the great PattiAnnJ Member with 12/3/06 Posts: 10002
Published on: 8/27/15 3:58 PM Quote: ThePadre I should take back earlier comments. After double checking my maintenance machine and installing a new needle, I tried a more complex project: wash some towels so they wouldn't wear out like rags. It quickly became noisy and balky. The quality of the stitch has dropped dramatically. I'm going to donate this
one, not hurt it to someone else. Maybe someone can use parts of it, or maybe I should just take it to scrap. For the $6 invested, there's no point giving more time to a machine that will never be any fun to use. Unsurprisingly, Singer broke up after putting these kinds of machines on people. Maybe NB translates in English as Boat Anchor? ------ CHINESE
PROVERB: I HEAR AND FORGET; I SEE, I REMEMBER; I DO, AND I UNDERSTAND. SJPrieto1957 Member with 7/10/20 Posts: 1 Published on: 10/7/20 2:36 PM 5528 , I have one as well, is a real workhorse . They were built from 1982-1984 and my guess from mine road is built, like your solid main metal with just the top front panel to be. Plastic is most
likely made in 1982. The plate that says made for Singer is a plate associated with the motor model number. SERIAL NUMBER is what you are looking to find out where it was made all the machines made in Taiwan have 6 or 7 digits number with 2 letters ahead, the first letter is always N . On my car it's NB1245209 made in Taiwan. It's hard to tell when. Built
machine when serial numbers can be assigned for use years in advance. In my case the NB set-top box serial numbers were available for release WAY UNTIL 1982 - the release of the NB series was from 1959-1961 with 1961 serial numbers assigned to were NC prefix. Hope it clears it for you a bit. ------ - Advertising and extortion are strictly prohibited in
PatternReview.com. If you find a message that is not in accordance with our terms and conditions, please click on the Report Post button to report it. This is.
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